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O’ Lord ! O’ My Lord ! May I never forget You !

॥ Shri Hari ॥

Spiritual Progress is Not Dependent on Money
(Parmaarthik Unnati Dhan ke Aashrit Nahit Hai)

He who does charity and engages in virtuous deeds, is very miserly,
because on dying, he does not leave the money, he takes everything with him.
But he who does not do charity and virtuous deeds, he is a great renunciate
(tyaagi). because, he leaves all wealth and possessions right here, and takes
nothing with him. Those who are greedy for money are such renunciates !
He who thinks that serving the Guru, and exercising righteousness is
dependent on money, such individuals will be unable to understand what I am
saying.

The reason being that they are simply so preoccupied in money. In
their mind, intellect, and in their entire being, there is money and only money.
What will those poor souls understand? “maayako majoor bbando kahaa jaane
bandagi.”
A wealthy man came to a saint.
He gifted the saint with a
“dushaala”. The saint said, brother, I have no need for it, what will I do with
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it? The man said - it will come to some use, Maharaj. The saint asked him,
what is going on? What is the reason you are insisting on giving this to me?
Then the man said - Maharaj, by giving you, I will get thousand in return to
my account, for this good deed. It is for this reason that I am giving you this
“dushaala”.
On listening to this, the saint said - it means that I will be in
debt for a thousand. Therefore, first and the foremost, you take this one back,
now what remains is a debt for 999 on me.
On hearing this the man quietly
took the “dushaala” and left. To take one and in return if one has to give back
a thousand, who will take on such a large burden of debt? Those men who are
in the business of weighing the goods before selling and those men who take
an interest on loans, they too do not take so much in return.
You all have given the highest post to money only.
On giving
money, and also on doing charity and good deeds if the “bhaav” sentiments
and feelings remains that I want to take from the other person.
Now such
people who lack the understanding,
what is one to try to make them
understand? All men have the power that if they do not play favoritism, and
with a true and sincere heart try to understand, than, many great highly
spiritual topics can be understood. That much understanding God has given
man.
But man has put all his understanding into money.
Not just into
money, but in the task of increasing his wealth.

Not just that, but he has taken his understanding and applied it to
sins, and to his cleverness, that in some way or the other let me cheat on my
income tax and sales tax. Let me cheat those that are my customers etc. All
the intelligence, it is all in all applied to increasing sins and spreading them.
The inner-sense have become grossly impure. Further on, the intelligence, the
understanding is applied to activities that lead to hell, to the 8.4 million
different forms of births, and to undergo suffering. People say - O’ great! He
has become a millionnaire. He must be very smart, he is a totally functioning
“train”. This “train” will continues to run, to operate (i.e. be born and die and
continue this cycle), that is it! now he will not get any rest. He will not get
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salvation. But who will understand this point?
Mein poorabiyo poorab des ko, maahri boli lakhe nahin koi |
maahri boli so lakhe, jo ghar poorabalo hoi ||
I live in the Eastern countries. No one understands what I say over
here. Only he will understand my talks (language), who also is from the east.
The eternal Essence (Paramatma tattva) is “East”.
How can anyone living
here, understand the talks of the East? He who is a slave to money, how can
he understand spiritual talks? They say that the we can exercise righteousness
(dharma) with use of money, satsang will be hosted by spending money,
therefore whoever has the need, they should spend the money. If you want
the milk of cows, then provide for the cow’s food. If you do not want milk then
do not give food etc. to the cows. Similarly, if you want to listen to satsang,
then put your money into making in available. Or else if you do not want to
listen, then there is no need for anything. What need do the saints have?
Without money your work does not take place, but for saints even without
money, the saint’s work goes on well.
If money is spent in propagating the Truth, the scriptures, goodwill,
good feelings and harmony, then there is no virtuous work like it in this world.
Because by propagating these, the darkness within is removed. One benefits
spiritually.
Whosoever’s money gets used in these activities gains
tremendously, and is most fortunate.

One time at Rishikesh, Swarg Ashram, there was a widowed lady of
the Vaishya “jaati.” The in-laws had a hold on her money and did not give it to
her.
At the ashram, she was giving food to the “sadhus.” Now how would
she give food ?
She would sew some clothes and earn money, and with that
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buy grains and vegetables to prepare and offer food to the “sadhus.”
Sharananandji Maharaj said, that just as there in one landlord (Sethji,
Jayadayalji Goendka), like that there is a landlady here. millionnaire landladies
are many, they they did not get the title of a land-lady. The title of landlady
was given to that widowed lady, who was sewing clothes, earning and feeding
the “sadhus”. In the eyes of saints, she is a the mistress, the landlady of the
household. Does anyone become a landlady, simply by having money? Not at
all !
There is a story in Mahabharat about a very good sage “Rishi.” One
day the queens came to visit his place.
They saw that the sage’s wife was
wearing very ordinary clothes, and besides “maag” (red mark on her forehead an
indicator that she is married), there was no jewellery. The queens said, to the
sage’s wife, that you all are the spiritual guide of the king and his subjects.
You not having any adornments, makes us feel very bad. We feel ashamed of
ourselves. The sage’s wife, liked what she heard as women like jewelry and
adornments. She asked her husband that I would like some jewelry. The sage
said, alright, we will get some jewelry. As far as possible, a husband should
fulfill the fair desires of a wife, as it is his duty to do so.
The Rishi went to one king. The king asked O’ Maharaj, what brings
you here? The Rishi said, I want some gold. The king opened up the books of
the treasury in front of the Rishi and said, you examine these for yourself. The
Rishi, looked over them and found out that there was not much money or gold
in the treasury. The Rishi said, alright, I will go to another king. The king
said, I too will come with you.
They visited with 3-4 different kings, but at
all the places, they found that the treasury of each of the kings did not have
much of anything at all. On inquiry further they came to know that a particular
demoniac person (rakshash) had much wealth. They went to that “rakshash”,
who told the king, that I have plenty of gold and money, take as much as you
wish.
The point is that the possession of the money, wealth was with the
“rakshash” not with the kings.
You asked the question, that how can a
spiritual master be served without money? How can performance of religious
events take place? Therefore I have shared this point. If whatever doubts
you have are dispelled then it is a great thing. But my misconception is that it
is unlikely, as money is very dear to all.
There is great glories of spending money on “satsang” People say
that so and so, did a very great deed, a virtuous act, but in reality, he was
only saved from being beaten up. Doing good deeds, is like paying tax. Rich
people who spend money on doing good deeds, are paying a tax on their
earnings. There is nothing great about paying taxes, i.e. paying what is owed.
When you pay Rs. 10,000 in taxes, you do not say, I did a great charitable
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act. Actually by paying up the tax, he was saved from being beaten. If he
didn’t pay up, he would be fined and punished.
Therefore doing charity,
donations etc. is not a very big deal. it is only a tax on your earned income.
The great thing is to become engaged in God, and to realize God. What is
God with Attributes, God without Attributes, with Form and Formless, what is
bondages and liberation, understand all of these points properly.
If you have money-wealth, then there will be tax on that
money-wealth.
If you have knowledge, then there will be tax on that
knowledge. Therefore use these in serving others.
The government will
forcibly pull your ears, take the tax from you. But when it comes to “dharma”,
if you give with a good feeling, then it will be taken, or else there will be a debt
on you.
Brahmachaari yatischrava pakvaannam swaaminaavubhou |
Tayorrnamadattvaa cha bhuktvaa chaandraayanam charet ||
Both a brahmachari (celibate, student) and a “sannyaasi” (a recluse),
a renunciate, are entitled to participate and share in the cooked food. If food
has been prepared then simply offer it to them. He who does not give them
food and eats it without offering, will need to do the “chaandrayan vrat” for an
entire month to be purified. The simple act of not giving them food, leads to
such a sin. Is this any kind of justice, that we must feed those who are not
useful in the fields, nor in the store, nor in the home business, and if we don’t
feed them we incur a sin?
We have earned the money, we have cooked the
food, we have done all the work that is involved, and in any of the work, they
have not helped or participated in the least bit, and if you don’t give them
food, we incur a sin. How unjust is this ! What is the reason for this? Just
as you are accumulating money, in the same way, the celibate student and the
renunciate can be doing the same thing. “Brahmachaari” celibate student and
the “sadhu,” are also both educated. If they teach someone for an hour, can
they not get bread? Whatever abilities you have, do they not have those
abilities?
If they start accumulating money, then it will come from you all
only, where else can it come from, tell me? If they have not accumulated
money and wealth, then that money has remained with you all only! Where
else would it be?
Therefore he who has not taken any money at all, has let
all money remain with you all, at the very minimum, at least give him a meal
when needed? If you do not give it will be a sin.
He who hoards money, that money is coming from the society, the
world at large. That much money is short in the society, in the world. But he
who has not taken any money at all, that money is left with who? tell me? It
is with the people in the society, in the world.
All the beings that are born,
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their destiny is determined at first, there after they get a body. For the
sustenance of their life, provisions for food, water etc. are determined ahead of
time.
Therefore, somewhere or the other, the food is there for them.
Somewhere out there, water is there for them. Somewhere the clothing etc. is
out there for them. If they are living, they have entitlement over some food,
water, clothing etc.
If you have more food, water and clothing, than is
essential for sustenance of this life, then they have a right over that food,
water and clothing.
Therefore if they come in front of you, then give them
what rightfully belongs to them.
Sharananandji Maharaj was Surdas (a name synonymous with blind).
He went to a place, where he did not know anyone. The cost of the ticket from
that place, to the station further ahead was four “annas”.
He said to a
person, Brother, please buy me a ticket to go there.
The man said ! Baba !
forgive me !
Maharajji said, how can I forgive you? I cannot forgive you!
One can only forgive when I am not a worthy recipient, and you do not have the
money.
I am an eligible recipient, and you have the money, then how can I
forgive you? That man had to go and buy the ticket. One who is an offender
cannot be forgiven. What is an offense? Just as you are keeping money, I
too could have kept (hoarded) money. But I did not keep any money at all,
then where did that money go? That money remained with you. You are the
treasurer. Whenever I have a need, then you make it available to me.
He
who gets, gets what he is ordained to get. Are you giving me from that which
you are ordained to get? Do you not eat “roti”? do you not have clothes? do
you not have a place to live? you have everything, you have clothes and place
to stay, but we have an entitlement on the excess that you are hoarding.
Willingly if you give it, then it is a good thing, or else you will be penalized.
How can you be excused for this?
Those who are preoccupied day and night in greed of money, they
will simply not be able to understand such talks. The market that they have
not visited at all, how can they comprehend the feelings and sentiments over
there.
The market place, the field, the gathering place where they are
transacting, they can only understand that field, that market place. They only
live in the field of money. There is also an exceptional, transcendental market
for renunciation.
But only he who is from the same market, same field, can
understand his talks.
There was an honorable Mahatma. I had asked him two questions,
on separate occasions.
I told him, that you are sharing talks of a very
advanced level, do you even know whether we people can properly comprehend
what you are saying?
If we are not understanding those talks, then what is
the value of those talks? He answered, that my talks will remain in space;
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when some person who understands, who is eligible and deserving is present ,
it will appear in front of them.
The second point addressed was, there is
superficiality in God’s abode, there is injustice. He asked, how so? I said,
that God has brought such great men (mahatma) like you, before us. Were we
deserving?
A hungry being should be given food, a thirsty one, should be
given water, similarly one must give the highest knowledge to one who is
eligible. We have people like you who share this divine knowledge, and the
kind of eligible people that I met, from this is becomes clear that in God’s
abode there is artificiality.
Andhaadhundh sarkaar hai, Tulasi bhajo nisank |
Khije deeno paramapad, reezhai deenee lank ||
One day I said, so the mahatma said - which girl remains single? if
she gets a good husband then well and good, or else, however may be the
husband, one has to get married.
In this manner, even if there is no eligible
candidate, one can get God’s highest level talks by His grace.
This is an event that took place in Bikaner. There was a satsang
going on. The moment I got of the car, the people directly took me to that
place and said, please share with us some of your talks. I said - the thought
that has come to my mind is that for people like me, one should grab hold of
me by the ear and throw me out, that satsang is going on, how did you come
here in between? When in comes to God, one can get by with superficiality,
therefore we are able to talk and listen to spiritual truths. Or else we are not
qualified to listen to such high level talks. Then too God protects our honor,
and says, no problem, he is a child. The highest spiritual truths should be
spoken of in front of he who is entitled. Saints have said Hari heera ki gaathadi, gaahak binu mat khol |
saasi heera paarakhi, bikasee manhge mole ||
But God is so merciful, that people like me who are incapable, they
too get such exceptional and extra-ordinary points. God does not see towards,
whether a person is entitled, he is capable. When it rains, then the rain falls
even in the forests, and in the ocean as well. Similarly, those who are saints
and great souls, they too out of their grace and mercy they too shower upon
us, whether we comprehend it or not. In the same way, God too showers his
grace, He does not see towards whether someone is deserving or not.
He
showers His grace on even the undeserving and gives this opportunity for
satsang; if such a great opportunity is given to one who is deserving, then
what to say ! I had told one gentleman, that you intellect is very sharp, if you
channel your energies towards the spiritual path, becoming engaged in it, then
you can benefit immensely.
But he did not listen to me. The thought that
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came to my mind is that he has such an amazing brain, intellect, if he were to
engage in good work, then what a great thing it would be!
But if it did not
appeal to him, then what can I do?
You all have extensively applied your intellect to earn money. You
have applied your intellect to being dishonest, to lie-cheat, trick, forge, evade
on taxes etc. ‘without applying your intellect, this type of work, cannot be
accomplished.
As new laws come into being, your intellect becomes even
more sharp. If you cannot figure things out by yourself, you ask a lawyer, as
he your Guru Maharaj. He shows you ways - do this and do that. Learning and
getting trained by that Guru lawyer, day and night you are immersed in studying
all those loop-holes for evading taxes. Then who will listen to talks of a
mendicant, like me? You have the false notion, that if we listen to this
mendicant, we will become like him.
What is renunciation? What is prayer and remembrance ? What are
talk pertaining to God?
What is “Dharma” ?
Such things who else will
understand? Only the one who knows will understand. However, such a one is
not dependent on money, he is not dependent on external things. He is
dependent on the inner sentiments - “bhaavagraahi janaardanah”. God is that
inner sentiment, the inner existent element. He who is connected to that inner
sentiment, the inner existent element, he will progress spiritually.

Shri Jayadayal Goyandkaji (Sethji)

This is an event that took place in Calcutta. A rich man came to
meet Shri Jayadayalji Goyandka. As the conversed, the man said, that one can
buy anything with money. Goyandkaji said, that with money you can get
everything, but you cannot get a Mahatma. (great man, a divine soul).
The
man said, that on giving money, any Mahatma will come. Goyandkaji said
that, he who will come on account of money, is not a Mahatma, and he who is a
Mahatma, he cannot be bought with money. With money you can only buy, he
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who is a slave to money.
Just as we can get a watch for hundred rupees, then did it cost the
shopkeeper hundred rupees? If it cost him hundred rupees, then why would he
sell it?
therefore the things that you can get with money, it is of a lesser
value than the money. Whatever we get in return for money, will be a slave
of money. Satsang does not happen with money. It happens only by God’s
grace “binu Harikripa milahin nahin santaa” (Manas 5/7/2).
While
showering His grace, God does not see towards how many virtuous deeds this
person has done? How capable is this person? How entitled this person is?

Satguru poothaa indrasam, kami na raakhi koi |
Waisaa hi phal nipajai, jaisi bhoomi hoi ||
The rain continues to pour, but as is the seed planted in the soil, so
will be the fruit.
People of Marawad understand that there is a watermelon
and another is a “tasumbaa”, the veil of both of them look very alike, and the
fruit also looks the same in the initial stages. But the watermelon is sweet,
and the “tasumbaa” (another kind of fruit) is extremely bitter. The rain is the
same, the land is the same, the sunshine is the same, the soil is the same,
then too, why is there a difference? The difference is in the seed! As is the
seed, accordingly will be the fruit. That seed cannot be changed. Similarly,
the 8.4 million wombs cannot be changed, but man can change. Man can make
himself a very great saint, a great soul, he can become enlightened, he can
become liberated - God has given him that much ability. But man uses that
ability in earning money !
The oil found in a oil trader’s house, is not for
washing his feet?
Buying a precious pearl that costs millions, thereafter
removing a thread from a jute sack and threading the precious pearl with that
and then tying it to one’s feet. See the intellect of the one who is tying the
pearl? Is the precious pearl, that is of the calibre to be on the king’s crown,
for tying on the feet? Similarly, a thing as great as human life, is spent away
on ordinary sense pleasures and in hoarding money! Why have you ruined this
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human birth?
If some other “jeev” (soul) would have come instead of you,
then he would have attained his salvation, poor soul! But by your taking entry
into this human birth, you have occupied that seat. Gita says that such a man
is living in vain - “Mogham paarth sa jeevati” (Gita 3/16). In other words, if
he dies it is better ! The reason being, that on attaining this human birth if he
does not attain salvation. Day and night like an animal, he is busy enjoying
sense pleasures. Even animals have offsprings and they feel pleased. A pig
has 5-7, 10-12 offsprings. When so many offsprings wander around with the
pig, she feels pleased. Likewise, you too feel pleased with your children. Has
this human birth been attained for this? Raise your children, provide for them,
give them knowledge, but do not be attached to them. If they do not listen to
you, then their future is gone burst, but your work is done ! There was a young
man. One day when he went to his home and asked his wife, is the meal
cooked or not?
The wife said the meal is not cooked. With what should I
cook? There is not a single grain in the house! The young man took a pot and
went to the market. He told the shopkeeper, take this pot and give me grains
in return. The shopkeeper gave him grains for the pot, which the man took
home.
The wife cooked it and then they both ate it. The next day when the
young man went to the market, the shopkeeper said, what kind of a pot did
you give me? The pot was broken, when I kept is over the fire, it leaked, thus
putting off the fire. The pot you gave me, did not cook ! The man said, your
pot did not cook, but mine cooked (task was accomplished Similarly, he who
gets his work done, his pot cooked. Raise your children well and provide for
them, give them good education, then your pot is cooked (task is
accomplished).

Gentlemen! see to your upliftment ! The time is most opportune !
God has showered His immense grace and given this human body. This human
body is capable of “bhajan” (worship, prayer and remembrance of Lord).
therefore uselessly, do not let it get wasted, destroyed. In this world, no
one at all is ours. Ours is only Paramatma (God, Supreme Being, Supreme
Consciousness).
The money, the body, the qualifications that you have, they
are all for serving this world. Not even the body is yours. Neither the mind,
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intellect, senses are also not yours. These are all for serving others. For us
there is only Paramatma (God).
Better than this point is that you become
only for God. Do not want anything from God for your own self. He who wants
nothing from God, God cherishes Him.
There was a Babaji. He was wearing a tall hat and was blissfully in
remembrance of the Lord. In being in His pass-time, the Lord came to this
Babaji, and said - “How wonderful! You are wearing a very tall hat today!”
The Babaji said - I have not borrowed it from someone. It is mine. The Lord
said - Are you being conceited! The babaji said - “Have I borrowed that
conceit”. The Lord said - “do you know Me or not?” Babaji said - I know you
very well. the lord said - I will tell everyone, that he is proud. He is not a
devotee of the Lord, then what will be your condition? The world regards you
as a devotee, and therefore serves you, but you exert your pride! the Babaji
said - that if you do so, then I too will tell everyone, that I have done “bhajan”
(prayer, worship, remembrance of the Lord) and seen for myself. God is nothing
!
You have been made famous by us only ! or else who would even care to
ask about You ! The Lord said - Do not say such things. Babaji said - Then
you too do not say, and I too will not say. In this manner, the devotee does
not have any self-interest with God. God says so about devotees - “mein to hu
bhaktanko das, bhagat mere mukutmani”. I am a servant of my devotees and
my devotees are the jewel in my crown. It is not so that only a “sadhu” is a
devotee, sisters are also devotees.
Whosoever it be, he is a ray of God’s consciousness (ansh of
Paramatma). Being a part of God, every being has rights over God. Just as a
child has rights over his mother. God can call us a bad or a good son, but he
cannot say that “he is not a son,” i.e. he cannot say, he is not mine. Whether
we are good son or bad son, we are definitely His son. We are God’s.
Now
leave the badness, then all work will be complete.
That is all there is to it,
there is nothing lengthy and complicated.
You say that without money, how will we organize spiritual events.
In reality, that money itself has a need for organizing spiritual events. The
spiritual events do not have a concern or need for money. Those who find the
need for money, they are slaves to money, they are not subservient to
“dharma” (spiritual truths, righteousness).
For Dharma (religion, spiritual truths, righteousness), one does not
even need money,
then what is the need for money that is earned by
committing sins? If we have a water tap in our house, it does not mean that
we take the clothes that have already been cleaned, make them dirty and then
wash them under the tap.
In the same way,
by lying, cheating, being
dishonest, earning money and taking that money to do righteous work, then
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why are you indulging in sins in the first place? Once a splash of mud, soils
the clothes, it cannot be washed with a splash of water. Even if you externally
apply the entire lakes water, but the dirt will inevitably remain on the inside.
Therefore he who sins for “Dharma”, thinking that let me earn money through
improper means, and later I will put it to good use, then this money will not go
to good work, and even if it does, he will not be purified of those sins. Even if
all the money is applied, then too that sin will not go away. If you had wanted
to do righteous work in the first place, then first and the foremost you would
not sin. If you are sinning, then you are doing “dharma” righteous and good
deeds, only to show the world.
The inner sentiments are not one of doing
righteous deeds at all.
He who understand the real essence of Dharma, will
never be able to sin to do “Dharma” (righteous deeds).

There was a very wise Brahmin of excellent conduct. There was
constant shortage of food and clothing in his household. His wife and him,
were barely able to sustain.
The king in that kingdom was a very righteous
man. The wife of the Brahmin, told her husband, that at least once you should
go and visit with the king. But the Brahmin used to say, that I do not feel like
going there. The wife said, that I am not asking you to go there and ask for
something. You go there, and do not ask for anything, simply visit the King
once. On prodding several time, to please his wife, the brahmin went to the
king. The king, knowing that this Brahmin as a great renunciate, greeted him
with much respect and honor. The king said to the Brahmin, that you please
visit me once more. This time you have come of your own will, but the next
time please grace me and come because of my wish to meet you. Saying so
the king, praying and being very pleased greeted him off.
When he returned
home, the wife asked him, what did the king give you? The Brahmin said the King has asked me to come another day. The wife thought, that since the
king has invited, now, surely he will give something.
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One night, the king disguised as a beggar, was roaming around his
kingdom. It was winter.
A blacksmith was making a metal cooking vessel.
He needed a man to use the hammer. The king became ready to do that work.
The blacksmith said that you will be paid “two paisas” for doing one hour’s
work.
With great enthusiasm and promptly the king worked for two hours.
The king’s hand had blisters, he was sweating profusely, it was a very
strenuous job. The blacksmith gave him four ‘paisas”. the king returned to the
palace with the four paisas and tied a bandage over the blisters. In due time
the blisters were healed.
One day on the request of the wife, the Brahmin once again went to
visit the king. The king once again showered with with great honor and respect.
He gave him a seat to sit, he offered his prayers to him, and gave him the four
paisas as gift. The Brahmin was a very contented man, he went home with the
four “paisas” (pennies). The wife of the Brahmin was thinking that today my
husband will return with many great treasures.
When she saw the four
“paisas” she said, what has the king given you, and what have to taken from
him! A well educated and wise Brahmin like you and the giver being the King!
she threw away the four paisas !

When they woke up in the morning, then outside her window, she
saw four golden stalks growing where the paisas were thrown. Money grows
when it is genuine. Daily she would cut the stalk of gold, but the next day it
would once again grow.
When she dug and saw, she found the same four
paisas.
The King did not give the Brahmin any grains, because his grains
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O’ Lord ! O’ My Lord ! May I never forget You !

were not pure. They were from money that was not properly earned.
The
taxes earned on alcohol, money earned from punishing the criminals, by giving
such money to the Brahmin, one must not make him corrupt. Therefore the
king gave him his own hard earned money. You too spend your genuine and
honest earning in spiritual proceedings.

Narayan ! Narayan !! Narayan !!!
From book in hindi "Vaastavik Sukh" by Swami Ramsukhdasji.
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